IEEE Bosnia and Herzegovina Section Report October 2012

1. Highlights from the past
   - The Section provided sponsorship for the elementary and high-school student competitions in Computer Science. Competitions were held in Sarajevo, in co-operation with the University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Electrical Engineering.
   - The Section hosted IEEE lecturers what helped in motivating new members to join IEEE, especially students.
   - The IEEE Student Branch ETF Sarajevo established new Student Branch IAS Chapter.

2. Future activities
   - Creation of new chapters and new student branches at the universities in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
   - Supporting student competitions and attracting new student members.
   - Section Chair visits to remotely located IEEE members and officers aiming to start new activities and recruit new members.

3. Best practices
   - Reviving existing chapters and establishing new chapters, linking their activities with the existing domestic conferences and providing assistance in improving conference organization and bringing guest lecturers.
   - Involving students in the Section activities as volunteers.

4. Points of concern / Topics for future discussion
   - Resolving delay in rebate payment for 2011 and 2012 due problems with local registration and local bank. Changes in financial operation and establishing custody account.
   - Membership benefits for engineers coming from industry.

5. Miscellaneous
   - Founded new Student Branch IAS Chapter.